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Combine Assets to Create Group Experiences

to grow your group sales
Expert Tips
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Today’s groups want more than a view. They want to DO!  
A relatively low-cost way to boost your tourism offerings is 
to take your existing assets and combine them in new and 
meaningful ways to make fresh visitor experiences.

1. Inventory every asset that your area can offer guests.  
Be sure to list all historical, culinary, cultural and natural 
assets. Embrace the unique and the authentic, including the 
quirky, hidden gems. 
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Tip: Sticky 
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wall make it 
easy to sort 
out possible 
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Sips and Salsas:

Learn the secrets of tasty salsas 
from cooking legend Abuela 
Maria Ramos. You’ll transform 
local produce into delicious 
sauces then enjoy your dish 
paired with artisan microbrews 
and plenty of chips. 

2. Mix and match. Look for complementary multiples,  
such as five craft studios to combine into an art trail, or 
unexpected combinations like a box-lunch picnic added to 
a behind-the-scenes zoo tour. Hands-on activities entice 
visitors to engage all their senses. Takeaways give guests 
something to show off when they get back home.

3. Identify ambassadors and interpreters to help 
visitors understand, and value, their experiences.  
Give preference to interaction with local experts  
that can foster learning experiences.

4. Build partnerships. Get the ball rolling then step 
out of the way. These new experiences must operate 
without your supervision. That way, you can turn 
your attention to promoting your area’s experiences 
in the busy group tourism marketplace.
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Two examples of asset combinations and the resulting new group experiences:

Miles of wooded trails at state park
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Inspiration Trail 
GPS Adventure:

After a tour of the author’s 
childhood home, head to 
the state park to walk in 
the footsteps of “Cole” and 
discover your own natural 
muse on this photo-rich hike. 
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